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12.01 tars. 3. Any person taking a photograph of
a Defence installation without permission

CALLING ATTENTION TO MATTER contravenes the provisions of the Official
OF URGENT PUBLIC IMPORTANCE Act and is liablc <° ** prosecuted.

Unauthorised Photographing of 
Defence Installations in Assam 

and Tripura

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE (Kanpur) : I 
call the attention of the Minister of Defence 
to the following matter of urgent public 
importance and request that lie may make 
a statement thereon :

‘Reported violation of security rules by 
American TV men in collaboration with 
an Indian photographer and pictures 
taken by them of army installations in 
Assam ami Tripura.’

THE MINISTER OF DEFENCE 
(SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM) : Government 
have seen a Press report alleging violation 
of security rules by some American T. V. 
men in collaboration with an Indian photo
grapher by taking pictures of Army insta
llations in Assam and Tripura. According 
to the existing instructions, in the case of 
foreign newsmen seeking facilities from 
Government of India for visiting refugee 
camps in Assam and Tripura, permission 
of the Press Information Bureau and the 
Ministry of Home Affairs is necessary. 
Further, for photographing any Defence 
installations, the permission of the Ministry 
ofDcfence is also necessary. Government 
also attaches a Liaison Officer with such 
persons or teams as have obtained nece
ssary permission during their visits to 
refugee camps and other forward areas.

2. During the month of July 1971, no 
American T. V. team was given permission 
to visit Assam and Tripura ; nor has any 

American T, V. team asked for facilities 
either to visit refugee camps or Defence 
installations. No case of unauthorised 
attempt to photograph Defence installations 
in Assam and Tripura has come to notice 
of Government.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : I t appefers 
from the statement that during July 1971 
no American T.V. team was given permi
ssion to visit Assam and Tripura, but it 
does not make it clear whether after the 
refugee influx from Bangla De*h after the 
Yaha Khun regime’s atrocities in Bangla 
Desh started and the* began crossing over 
to India, after March 24,1971, these TV 
experts and correspondents visited these 
areas in May and June 1971.

I accept the Minister’s statement that 
they did not ask for any permission in 
July. 1971, but 1 would like to know 
whether the team visited these areas after 
24th March, 1971, in May or June, 1971. 
As you know, there were foreign corres
pondents, TV men also, belonging to the 
various organisations, who went there to 
take photographs of the refugee influx 
andt he conditions thfre.

It has been denied by the hon. Minister, 
but the newspaper says :

“ It is learnt that some American TV 
men demanded both in Assam and 
Tripura the right to shoot pictures of 
Indian military installations in the deep 
rear of the border areas.”

They demanded. The military might have 
refused. I accept the statement of the 
Minister. It says further :

"The argument of these Americans 
was said to be that in order to portray 
the real picture of Bangla Desh freedom 
movement, they needed pictures of 
Indian military installations also. The 
local army authorities bluntly refused 
permission to the Americans.”

The hon. Minister did not say in the 
statement that they did not ask for permi
ssion. They asked for permission, and 
they were refused.



h a b ito f  fishingin troubled waters. As you 
know, their arms supplies to Pakistan, 
the various statements issued by them, 
« d  last but not the last the attitude taken 
by President Nixon are  a dear indication 
that they want to help Paktstan to  wipe 
out the Mukti Fauj from Bangla Desh 
and also put hurdles In our day today  
working as far as the refugees are concern
ed.

Then, the paper says:

“It is further understood that the 
Americans thereafter hired an 
Indian who had been working in a 
studio in Calcutta. This man was 
familiar with a relative of a to p  
Officer of the West Bengal Govern
ment. He was introduced to the 
Americans by this relative. The 
Americans paid an exorbitant sum 
to the person and took him to 
Assam and Tripura in the hope that 
the army authorities there may be 
softer to an Indian. But this hope 
was belied and the army authorities 
refused permission to shoot pictures 
of any installations.”

I  must congratulate the army authorities 
for refusing, but there is a constant attempt 
being made, and if you read today's news
paper, you will find that the Cent>e, reali
sing this danger, has decided that foreign 
relief workers should be replaced. The 
newspaper says:

“The Centre has told the West 
Bengal Government that all foreig
ners connected with relief work 
among Bangla Desh refugees should 
be replaced by Indians. The time 
mentioned for the process is a 
fortnight.”

It adds:

unhappy with the ways some 
foreigners have chosen the refugee 
camps for the purpose of experi
mentation.”

They are using the refugees for their 
own purposes. The whole object is to 
take photographs of army installations and 
prove before the world that the Indian 
army is actually helping the refugees and 
trying to  enter the Pakistani border and 
create problems for Pakistan. This they 
want to put before the world to justify 
their sinister design of supply of arms to 
Pakistan, which is, according to me, the 
most unfriendly act.

Then, I would like to know from the 
hon. Minister whether it is true that they 

are working constantly in Delhi through 
various agencies. It came out in many news
papers that some staff of the U.S. Embassy 
are constantly working for espionage, some 
of them were exposed and some of them 
were asked to leave. So. T want to know 
whether it is a fact that the Director of 
Military Intelligence was replaced yesterday 
or the day before, and if so, the reasons 
for the same.

I want to know about the removal of 
foreigners from relief work. The hon. 
Minister of Rehabilitation has conveniently 
walked out and I cannot put that question. 
I would like to know from him whether 
any foreigners asked permission before and 
whether such permission was refused, 
rightly; I must thank him for that. What 
was the purpose of their visit? 1  want to 
know whether in those b o r d e r  areas those 
men are constantly at work with the help 
of certain Indian agents who are working 
as agents of American imperialism and 
some other powers, with certain reaction
ary forces which are against the prog«®s've

m  W L Y I S ,  1971 D&nctinstaliationsjn
' , Assam

tfeafe American imperialists areIn the the Cenitte is understood to be

parties in the country, in o«fer to portray
afalscpicture that ltKUa i* having aggre-

"Additionally, according to our ; ^  ^  t0
Special Correspondent.■ in Delhi, them ctteof therefugeesr. ,V.''
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SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : Did they 
ask for permission and did the Defence

I would like io know whether these 
people have asked for permission, whether 
they came from America or some other 
foreign country, whether they are still in 
Ind>a and how many times they were 
refused permission, whether there is some 
truth in the statement that they hired some 
Indian for that Purpose and also whether 
they approached the Government o f 
Assam and Tripura.

The last question is whether the foreigners 
have been asked not t o go io the rescue 
wotk, whether they atiked for permission 
and whether they were refused permission.

MR. SPEAKER : When will ail this 
‘whether’ stop 7

SHRI S M. BANERJEE : My question 
is whether attempts ate still being made to 
go to the border areas to take certain 
pictures to defame India and if so, what 
steps have been taken by the Government.

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM : I had given 
the facts of the case. Quite a number of 
TV men from different countries—I have 
not got the details went to that area with 
a view to visiting the refugee camps ; per
mission for such visits is given by the 
Ministry of Information and Broadcasting 
and the Home Min wiry. It is only when 
they have to visit some defence installat
ions that permission from the Defence 
Ministry become necessary. I understand 
that quite a number of TV men visited the 
refugee camps in those areas and we have 
no instance of any photograph or television 
pxposuie having been taken of the defencc 
installations.

When I received this news I have 
ascertained from my command at Calcutta 
and in the forward areas that there has been 
no instance of any photograph having been 
taken of defence installations. I am mak
ing further enquiries and trying to ascertain 
from the concerned Ministries the number 
of persons who visited the refugee areas 
Ux taking photograph* there.

Ministry refuse them permission ?

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM : No party 
approached us during July. For the 
previous months I shall have to ascertain 
since the time at our disposal from the time 
the notice was received yesterday was short, 
it was not possible to ascertain from every 
source whether some permission was sought 
and that was refused. I shall ascertain 
that.

DR. RANEN SFN (Barasat): Sir, the 
othei day you made a statement in the 
House that Indian newspapers are quite 
tesponsible and their reports are by and 
large truthful. Therefore, the information 
that appeared m the newspapers yesterday 
perturbed us very much. But lhe reply of 
the minister—-both written and oral—is 
more or less evasive. In this statement 
there are some dangerous, things, not only 
indications but definite statements. It 
says:

“ For photogianhing any defence 
installation, the permission of the 
Ministry of Defence is also nece
ssary."

That means, normally speaking, the 
foreigners are allowed to photograph our 
defence establishments, provided they get 
pei mission from the Defence Ministry- 
This is the meaning. Are we in a freo 
country or not ? What business have the 
foreigners -TV men or correspondents—to 
ask the Defence Ministry for permission 
to take photographs, particularly in view 
of the fact that today our country is in 
a very difficult position because of Bangla* 
desh and Yahya Khan's black deeds there? 
It is known that espionage activities are 
going on the border. Only yesterday’* 
paper reported that a railway line was 
blown up by the land mines placed near 
the border inside the Indian territory. It 
is also known that in Calcutta and other 
areas, some TV men. mostly Americans, 
are going round places, whether they
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go near the border or not, 
that it not definitely known. But 
ttill these pro-American, imperialist agents 
and pro-Pakistani agents are not brought 
to book. When American imperialism has 
been proved to be the enemy not only of 
Bangladesh but of India, these things 
continue and it is more or less admitted in 
the statement. Hie next sentence of the 
statement reads ;

‘ ‘Government also attaches a 
liaison officer with such persons or 
teams as have obtained the nece
ssary permission during their visits 
to refugee camps and other forward 
areas.”

There is no sentence in the statement 
saying, that was the bad practice earlier, but 
in view of the present situation, the Govern
ment of India has totally banned any 
foreign correspendent or TV men appear
ing any where near the border. The oral 
statement was very apologetic and the 
written statement is totally evasive. This 
newspaper has made specific allegations 
about those TV men and no date or month 
is mentioned by this newspaper Patriot. 
Would the minister make a through enquiry 
into all these allegations not only through 
the State Government’s intelligence depart
ment, because in West Bengal, the Police 
and the intelligence department are also 
corrupted in many ways by many political 
elements, but through the central military 
intelligence—I do not know whether there 
is anything like a military intelligence 
department—and make a searching 
probe into these reports that have 
appeared ?

Let the government not be evasive or 
apologetic. I f  such an officer, for some 
reason or other, had deliberately and will
ingly or unwillingly committed it, Govern
ment should take proper measures to 
bring to  book those officers who are res
ponsible for it. Then, in future they should 
make our border completely unapproach

able to foreigners, particularly those Ame
rican TV men and correspondents who are 
agents of American imperialism, which is 
the enemy of India and Bangladesh.

SHRI JAGJIVAN R A M : The House 
is aware of the American attitude on this 
entire question. I need not go into that. 
But I do not see what is evasive in my 
statement. There is nothing evasive there. 
It is a clear statement of facts And I do 
not feel apologetic in stating facts. There 
is no need for feeling apologetic I have 
stated the facts. He is interpreting the 
sentence that the permission of the Minis
try of Defence is also neccssary for photo
graphing any defence installations It 
means that photographing cannot be done 
without permission from the Ministry. 
That does not mean that pci mission to 
photograph is given. 1 would request my 
hon. friend to re-read the statement So, 
there is nothing evasive and there is no 
need to be apologetic We have said that 
during this period no permission has been 
given by the Defence Ministry and there has 
been no instance of any photograph having 
been taken of any defence installations in 
those areas.

It is also a fact that a number of civili
an television teams from various countries 
have visited the refugee camps. As I have 
said, I  am ascertaining from the Ministries 
concerned, that is, the Ministry of Infor
mation & Broadcasting and the Home 
Ministry as to how many parties visited 
refugee camps in that area. The question 
of visiting forward areas has arisen only 
because of the concentration of a large 
number of Bangladesh citizens who have 
been forced out of their country and have 
sought shelter in our country and they are 
concentrated on our border. Whenever 
some foreigner comes and makes a request 
to visit some of the refugee camps to see 
the condition of the refugees as to how 
brutally they have been treated by Pakistan, 
I  do not think permission should be refu
sed in all such cases. Permission should be



given to visit the refugee camps in deser
ving cases. During the short time at our 
disposal the Ministry have contacted the 
various commands and we arc making 
enquiries as to how many parties visited 
the area during last month. I cannot say 
more than this at this stage.

As for as the American attitude is con
cerned, the House is aware of it and I have 
nothing to comment. Our attitude is also 
known to the House.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : What about 
banning photographing of defence estab
lishments ?

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM : As I have 
said, it may be necessary somewhere for 
some parties to visit refugee camps in order 
to see the brutalities.

SHRI S. M. BANERJEE : I am not 
talking about the refugee camps. I am 
talking about defence establishments.

SHRI JAGJIVAN RAM : There also 
1 cannot say that we will put a blanket ban 
on these things. That will be for us and 
our officers to decide where to permit and 
where not to permit.
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DR. RANEN SEN : 11 is strange that 
it is for the officers and not the Minister 
to decide whether our defence establish
ments should be photographed or not. We 
take strong objection to this statement. I 
want your opinion on this. He makes a 
statement that it is for the officers to 
decide and not the Minister.

SHRI H. N. MUKERJEE (Calcutta- 
North-East) : The position should be made 
clear. Is it a  fact that officers give permiss
ion that army installations could be pho
tographed and the Minister should not be 
referred to ?

SHRI INDRAJIT GUPTA (Alipore) : 
Specially in the border areas.
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SHRI JAGJIVAN R A M : May I  make 
it further clear ? There are all sorts of 
defence installations and a  distinction and 
discrimination will have to be made and 
discretion will have to remain w ith Gover
nment. Therefore, as I  have said, I  am 
not deciding here to  put a  blanket ban. 
The discretion will have to be exercised by 
Government.

SHRI P. GANGADEB (Angul): Mr. 
Speaker, Sir, further facts are as stated in 
the same column of the PATRIOT, that 
the Americans have also taken a canteen 
on lease somewhere near Agartala which is 
fitted with sophisticated telecommunication 
apparatus to  enable them to have direct 
contact with Saigon and Bangkok. More
over, America is out to help Pakistan mili
tarily by supplying arms and ammunitions 
to them and, now as we see, is apprising 
them of our military operations on the 
eastern border—-the Minister has said that 
it is not so. 1 would like to know from 
the hon. Minister the reasons why our 
military authorities could not detect this 
telecommunication centre much earlier to 
demolish it in time and what immediate 
steps Government propose to take to curb 
the sinister move of the concerned foreign 
agencies.

SHRI JAGJIVAN R A M : As I have 
said, no foreigner will be permitted to do 
anything which will have an adverse effect 
on our security on the border and if any
body does anything he will be dealt with 
properly.

MR. SPEAKER: Papers to be laid.

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYYA (Se- 
rampore): Mr. Speaker, I have got one 
thing to mention.

MR. SPEAKER: Yon get np abruptly 
[every time. Without tuny motion I am 
not going to allow it, whatever it be, 
even for one minute.
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SHRI DINFN BHATTACHARYYA 
Kindly hear me and then give your ruling.

MR SPEAKER Please do not make 
it a daily practice. I do not allow it. Any* 
thing that you say without my permission 
will not go on record. I will not allow 
anything without previous notice

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYYA **

MR. SPEAKER Please do not make 
it a daily habit

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYYA **

MR SPEAKER You are not here to 
do anything against the rules

SHRI DINEN BHATTACHARYYA **
SHRI RAM DEO SINGH (Maharaj- 

ganj) •*

MR SPEAKER Anything of which 
I have no notice will not be allowed I his 
is not to go on record. He is speaking 
without my permission

SHRI DINFN BHATTACHARYYA **

SHRI P K DLO (Kalaharidi) *•

SHRI RAM DEO SINGH **

1230 Hrs

PAPERS LAID ON THE TABLE

Ruviiws and An nual R eports of the 
Mining  and Allied Machinery Corpn 

Ltd  T he T biveni structurals ltd , 
and the Bharat H eavy Platband  

Vesels Ltd

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF STEEL AND MINES 
(SHRI SHAHNAWAZ KHAN) On behalf 
of Shri Mohan KumaramangaJam, 

I beg to lay on the Table a copy each 
of the following papers (Hindi and English

versions) under sub.section (1 ) of section 
619A of the Companies Act^ 9 5 6  *

(1) (i) Review by the Government on 
the working of the Mmrng and 
Allied Machinery Corporation Ltd 
Durgapur, for the year 1969-70.

(u) Annual Report of the Mining and 
Allied Machinery Corporation Li* 
mited, Durgapur, for the year 1969- 
70 along with the Audited Accounts 
and the comments of the Comptro
ller and Auditor General thereon,
[.Placed in Library, See No LT- 
662/71 1

(2) (i) Review by the Government on 
the working of the Trivem Structu
ral!* Limited for the year 1969-70.

(n) Annual Report of the rriveni Stru
ctures Limited for the year 1969-70 
along with the Audited Accounts 
and the comments of the Comptio- 
ller and Auditor General thereon 
[Placed tn Library See No LT- 
663/71 ]

(3) (i) Review by the Government on 
the working of the Bhaiat Heavy 
Plate and Verssels Limited Visakha
patnam, for the year 1969-70

fu) Annual Report of the Bharat Heavy 
Plate and Vessels Limited, Visakha
patnam, for the year 1969-70 along 
with the Audited Accounts and the 
comments of the Comptroller and 
Auditor General thereon. [Placed In 
Library, See No. LT-664/71.]

N otificaton under Essential 
C ommodities Act, 1955

THE MINISTER OF STATE IN THE 
MINISTRY OF AGRICULTURAL 
(SHRI SHER SINGH) I beg to lay 
on the Table a copy of Notification 
No. G S.R, m  (Hindi and English versi-

**Not recorded.


